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Overview
Hanseatic cities: Hamburg, Bremen, Lübeck, Schwerin, Rostock.

Discover UNESCO World Heritage -Sites with typical northern red brick architecture.

Admire the impressive Holstentor in Lübeck and the Schwerin Castle.

Trip Highlights
Hamburg-Schwerin-Stralsund-Berlin

Detailed Itinerary
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Upon arrival transfer to your hotel. The tour begins with a panoramic city tour. The city is internationally known for its

elegant boulevards, the port, which is the second largest in Europe and the famous neighbourhood of St. Pauli.

Day 01: Arrive HamburgDay 01

Today you will have the whole day to explore Hamburg. You will take a boat tour through the harbour, which is the second

largest in Europe. Also very famous in Hamburg are the City Warehouse, the Kunsthalle and the Elbe Philharmonic, an

internationally renowned concert hall. Be sure to visit the fish market, where you can find fresh fish and seafood, and exotic

fruits from all over the world.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 02: In HamburgDay 02

Today you are going to visit the hanseatic city of Bremen, which is the cradle of the fairy tale from the Brothers Grimm “The

Bremen Town Musicians”. The old town of the city offers many attractions such as the Cathedral, the “Böttcherstrasse”

street as well as the market square. The statue of Roland has been declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Another

interesting place to visit is the neighbourhood of Schnoor, the oldest area of Bremen. In the afternoon we travel back to

Hamburg.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 03: Hamburg - Bremen - HamburgDay 03

After breakfast travel to Lübeck that has more than 1000 years of history. Lübeck was once one of the most important

centres of the Hanseatic League and one of the richest cities in the Middle Ages. Its old town is surrounded by water and was

declared UNESCO World Heritage Site. Monuments like the Holstentor (Holsten Gate) standing at the entrance of the old

town is a symbol and stands for the beautiful image of the city. In the afternoon continue to Schwerin, a city that is

characterized for its richness in water and forests, abundance of cultural treasures and a fascinating intact old town.

Day 04: Hamburg - Lübeck - SchwerinDay 04
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Meal: Breakfast

In the morning, visit the beautiful Schwerin Castle, situated on an island in the city centre. Continue to Wismar on the shores

of the Baltic Sea. The city is known for its port, its historical monuments made of bricks and the warm hospitality of its

inhabitants. Return to Schwerin.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 05: Schwerin - Wismar - SchwerinDay 05

Rostock, the almost 800-year-old Hanseatic city, has retained much of its old charm and offers today, together with

Warnemünde, many cultural highlights, like the historic houses with facades from different periods; Gothic, Renaissance and

Baroque. Continue to Stralsund, an excellent example of Gothic brick architecture from medieval times.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 06: Schwerin - Rostock - StralsundDay 06

Departure to Berlin, 250 km south of Stralsund. Upon arrival in Berlin, you will have a sightseeing tour of the city, which

will allow you to see its main attractions such as the Kurfürstendamm, Brandenburg Gate and Potsdam Square.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 07: Stralsund - BerlinDay 07

Transfer to the airport.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 08: BerlinDay 08
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Inclusions
. Accommodation and daily breakfast in all hotels.

. Transportation by car or minivan during the entire tour.

. English speaking driver-guide during the entire tour.

. Visits and excursions as mentioned.

. Admission to Schwerin Castle.

. Boat tour to the Island of Rügen’s whitecliffs.

Exclusions
International airfares

Optional activities

Other meals, drinks, tips and other personal expenses or services not specified on the program

Personal equipment

Travel insurance

Gratuities

Voluntary tips for guides or drivers

Travel and medical insurance

Any items not mentioned as included

Note
Hotel stay at 4 Star or similar.

Departure dates: daily.

Single travelers on request!

Prices subject to availability.

Min. 2 persons

Self Drive (without guide) Option available on request. (Terms and conditions will vary).

Program Touring / Guide
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Private touring

Periodic Departure

01 Jan, 2024 to 31 Mar, 2025
2-3 pax

AUD 9,547 P P twin share

AUD 10,501 P P single

AVAILABLE

4-5 pax

AUD 6,512 P P twin share

AUD 7,466 P P single

AVAILABLE

6 plus

AUD 4,994 P P twin share

AUD 5,948 P P single

AVAILABLE
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